
Supercharge your 
marketing stack with AI: 
The Definitive Guide
You don’t need an army of data scientists to generate predictive models 
from your customer data, or complicated pipelines to translate this 
intelligence into business value. mParticle is democratizing AI adoption, 
and turning what was once a pipe dream into a catalyst for your pipeline. 
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You probably hear the phrase Artificial Intelligence uttered quite 
a bit these days. It’s the wave of the future, the next phase of 
digital transformation, and a train you don’t want to miss. Every day, 
it seems like a new software company emerges with an AI-based 
offering. You know it’s big, you know it’s transformative. 
What you might not know, though, is how you can actually use AI 
to build better relationships with your customers, improve your 
product experiences, and grow your business. 

How can AI transform your customer 
engagement strategy? 
AI adds a layer of intelligence and insight on top of what your data 
can explicitly tell you about your customers, and gives you the ability to 
execute use cases with your data that would have been impossible 
using static information. 

Prescriptive churn reduction: Predict users that are likely to 
churn and intervene before they do so.

Conversion predictions: Focus your ad spend on users with 
a high likelihood of converting. 

In-app recommendations: Show your customers products and 
offers that have a high likelihood of resulting in purchases. 

Dynamic decisioning: Use propensity scoring to save offers 
for the customers they will impact the most. 
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That sounds great… 
So why doesn’t everyone use AI? 
Given the advantages that AI-powered personalization has over more 
traditional usages of customer data, one might wonder why every brand in 
the world is not currently leveraging AI insights in every campaign they run 
and decision they make. In reality, there are several challenges marketing 
teams face that often hinder AI adoption.

Lack of data science resources
Data scientists–that is, engineers with the skills and experience to generate 
predictive insights from datasets–are highly sought after. Maintaining a 
team of data scientists on staff may not be feasible for many small- to mid-
sized companies. Even at larger organizations that do have data science 
resources, the turnaround time for data science teams to deliver on requests 
for insights is often too long for marketing and product teams to leverage in 
real world use cases. 

AI insights are siloed in a single platform
Many data activation vendors on the market, like email marketing tools, 
product analytics solutions, and customer engagement platforms, offer 
some form of AI insight-generating capability. While this may help marketing 
teams engage more intelligently with their customers on that platform, there 
are limitations to channel-level AI functionality. First, the insights this tool 
generates will be limited to the data that this one system receives, which will 
likely not reflect a complete view of the customer. Also, as far as AI insights 
go, what happens in downstream tools stays in downstream tools. In other 
words, these predictions won’t have any utility in other data activation tools. 

Overly technical AI solutions don’t teach growth teams to fish
Growth, marketing, and product teams that are often the end users of AI-
powered insights. This being the case, the AI solution that a brand adopts 
should not have too high a technical bar as to preclude go-to-market teams 
from being able to easily and flexibly leverage it. What’s more, if AI-powered 
insights are simply delivered as a black box, and these end users have no 
visibility into how the models are generated, their utility will be very limited. 
To borrow from the “teach a man to fish” adage, if you give a marketing 
team a churn risk prediction, they will prevent losing customers for a day. 
If you teach a marketing team the reasons why people churn, they will stop 
the problem at the source and prevent many lost customers for a lifetime. 
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Lack of quality data
Like classic cars that require high-octane fuel to run properly, AI models 
need to ingest high-quality data in order to deliver accurate predictions and 
recommendations. Unfortunately, not every company has adopted the right 
customer data infrastructure tools to consistently collect user events across 
every channel that users interact with.

No unified view of the customer
In order to generate recommendations based on a complete view of your 
users, AI systems require unified customer profiles, not disparate and 
unresolved events collected from various channels. Many off-the-rack AI 
solutions skip this requirement, only track activity occurring on a particular 
device, and calculate insights for that channel only. While convenient, this 
method doesn't reflect a customer's true history of interaction with your 
brand across your website, mobile apps, stores and support channels, 
and therefore can lead to incomplete insights.

Getting started with AI using a CDP
A Customer Data Platform lays down a foundation of data infrastructure 
consisting of three key functions–collecting first-party data across channels, 
unifying this data into a 360-view of the customer, and forwarding these 
profiles to downstream tools for activation. This infrastructure is critical to 
have in place before you can effectively leverage AI insights. By providing 
these capabilities, an AI CDP becomes the nexus of your entire marketing 
stack and enables you to infuse your entire data ecosystem with 
this enrichment layer.

Event
Forwarding

Audience
Forwarding

Profile API

Ai-enhanced customer profiles in your
existing marketing and analytics tools

Create Audiences using AI-generated
Intelligent Attributes

Dynamically personalize digital content
in your web and mobile apps

Likelyhood of:
• Conversion/Purchase
• Cancel Subscription

Intelligent Attributes

Predictive modeling:
• Customer Lifetime Value
• Customer Engagement Score

AI Enriched 
User Profiles

Intelligent Decisioning
(Future)

Recommend step to maximize ROI:
• Next-best-action
• Next-best-offer

https://www.mparticle.com/blog/customer-data-platform/
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A CDP is like the Times Square of your data stack (without the slow-moving 
hoards of tourists). From a transportation standpoint, being in Times 
Square has its advantages. On the New York City subway system, it’s often 
easier to get from Times Square to a location in an outer borough than it 
is to travel between two places in that same borough, even if those places 
are geographically closer to each other than they are to Times Square. 
Similarly, intelligent attributes that live on customer profiles in your CDP can 
seamlessly move to tools for engagement, analytics, attribution, advertising, 
and back again in bi-directional data flows. Your predictive insights and 
recommendations become much more versatile and powerful resources than 
if they were trapped on the periphery of your marketing stack.  

Additionally, when you use an AI CDP to generate predictive insights based 
on unified customer data, you end up with predictions based on a complete 
picture of your customers. Insights generated within a single downstream 
data activation tool, however, will be based only on the filtered event and 
behavioral data that this single tool has access to. This stifles the potential of 
the insights and limits your growth teams to using them in a single channel of 
activation, placing omni-channel AI-powered personalization out of reach. 

With an AI CDP, you can derive more value from your customer data, and 
maximize your ROI on data-driven initiatives across your organization.



Use mParticle to generate 
predictive insights

Step-by-step tutorial

mParticle makes it easy for teams to create AI models and deploy 
those insights to 300+ integrated tools without data science expertise. 
This allows growth teams to bring intelligence into their strategy more fluidly. 

Next, we’ll walk through a step-by-step tutorial in which we imagine that 
we’re a marketing team at a fictional eCommerce company called HiggsMart 
Our company sells clothing items and accessories, and we want to maximize 
the ROI on our customer retargeting efforts. To do this we’ll leverage 
mParticle to generate AI-powered insights about our consumers, enrich 
our unified customer profiles with these intelligent attributes, then use 
them to deliver personalization based on what our customers are likely to 
do in the future.

Let’s get started!

Step 1 

Collect first-party customer data across all 
of your digital touchpoints
Before we can begin generating predictive insights, we need high-quality 
customer data at our disposal. To collect this data, our developers can use 
mParticle’s event collection SDKs to implement data collection across all of 
our customer-facing touchpoints. To make this process even more seamless 
for developers, mParticle has created sample apps for web, iOS and 
Android––a code-as-documentation resource that gives developers working 
and heavily commented examples of event collection code.

Now, let’s look at a real-world example of how mParticle can help a 
company supercharge its customer data, and enable marketing teams to 
generate and leverage predictive insights without the help of engineers.

https://docs.mparticle.com/developers/quickstart/senddata/#node
https://github.com/mParticle/mparticle-web-sample-apps
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Step 2 

Establish HiggsMart as a data input in mParticle
Now that event collection is implemented throughout our web app, we can 
begin collecting user events and forwarding them to mParticle. To do this, 
we’ll navigate to Setup / Inputs in our mParticle workspace, select Web, 
then generate and copy a web API key.

After generating this API key, we’ll add it to our web app, at which point 
behavioral events will begin flowing into mParticle in real time. mParticle’s 
Live Stream will display these events as they arrive.
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Step 3 

Examine a user profile in mParticle
We’re now collecting data on each user that visits our website and apps, 
and mParticle is combining that data into unified customer profiles, giving 
us a 360-degree view of our customers. Let’s take a look at one of these 
profiles by using the email address of a certain Scranton, PA-based paper 
salesman: dwight.k.schrute@dundermifflin.com.

We can already do a lot with Dwight’s customer profile. For instance, 
we can forward it to Braze, where we can send him an email reminder about 
the items he left in his cart. We can also send it to Radar where we can 
trigger a push notification when he enters the vicinity of a HiggsMart brick-
and-mortar location. But we want to go a level deeper than this, and base 
our interactions with Dwight on more than what his behavioral and user 
attributes can reveal by themselves. To accomplish this, we’ll use mParticle 
and Cortex to transform our users’ historical data into predictions about 
their future behaviors.

http://dwight.k.schrute@dundermifflin.com
https://docs.mparticle.com/integrations/braze/audience/
https://docs.mparticle.com/integrations/radar/event/
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Step 4 

Connect mParticle with Vidora Cortex
The first step to enriching our user profiles with intelligent attributes is to 
connect mParticle with Vidora Cortex. We’ll begin by stepping into the 
Cortex UI and adding mParticle as a data source. Next, we’ll jump back into 
mParticle UI and connect the Vidora Feed and Event integrations.

Step 5 

Connect the HiggsMart web app with Cortex
Now we can connect HiggsMart to Cortex and begin sending user event 
data from our web app to our AI platform. Since we have already 
implemented data collection, sending events from our web app to Cortex 
is simply a matter of setting up a data connection in the mParticle user 
interface. The process just entails establishing the HiggsMart web app 
as a data input and Cortex as data output, then activating the connection 
between these two sources.

Caption: Establishing a data connection in the mParticle UI
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Step 6 

Generate intelligent attributes in Cortex
For this step, we’ll head back to the Cortex UI, where we will create 
a new pipeline. 

Select Pipeline
Cortex gives us the ability to create six different pipelines, each of which 
generate different types of predictive attributes optimized for specific use 
cases. In this use case, we want to understand which of our customers are 
most likely to purchase shoes in the near future, so we can optimize our 
retargeting ROI by focusing on this segment of users. Therefore, we’ll select 
the “Future Event” pipeline type.

Define Groups
On the following screen, we can combine inclusion and exclusion criteria 
to hone in on the subset of users from which we want to generate 
predictions. This can allow us to create predictions that power extremely 
precise campaigns, and maximize the efficiency of our marketing spend. 
In this case, we want to generate our predictions based on all of our users 
without any exceptions. 

Specify Settings
In this step, we will enable an ongoing cadence of updates to ensure that our 
intelligent attributes are based on the most recently generated behavioral 
data. For this example, it would make sense to set a continuous update on 
a weekly basis. Once we’ve done this, we can name our pipeline, then move 
to the next screen.

Review
Here we'll look over the details of our pipeline. When we’re satisfied that 
everything looks correct, we’ll click “Generate Pipeline” to set the machine 
learning magic into motion, and allow Cortex to generate predictive insights.
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Step 7 

Export predictions back to mParticle

Choose what to do with our pipeline
Now that our insights are generated, we can deploy our pipeline. Cortex 
gives us two options for doing this: 

• “Create a Decision Project”: This option is for business intelligence 
use cases, and lets us use the results from this (and potentially other) 
pipelines to make a decision optimized to a business goal.

• “Export Predictions”: This option delivers our intelligent attributes 
back to mParticle on a recurring basis, where they will be updated 
on our user profiles. 

We’ll select “Export Predictions” for this use case.

Select users to export
Here is where we will specify to Cortex the users for whom we want to send 
intelligent attributes back to mParticle. When we export predictions from 
Cortex, we can select a range of user percentiles that we want to forward 
back to mParticle, and select the intelligent attributes that we want to 
include in our export. When we export our predictions the settings we see 
below, mParticle will receive two intelligent attributes:
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• Conversion Probability 
How likely a user is to purchase shoes in the next seven days.

• Percentile 
A user’s purchasing likelihood relative to the rest of the audience 
on our user profiles.

Step 8 

View intelligent attributes on our user profile
At this stage, our user profiles have been enriched with the two intelligent 
attributes that we generated in Cortex. Now when we visit Dwight Schrute’s 
profile in the mParticle UI (or any user profile that is part of the Cortex 
pipeline) we will be able to view our new intelligent attributes. 

We did it! Our marketing team is no longer limited to basing customer 
personalization on actions that users have already taken. Now, we can 
power these experiences based on what users are likely to do in the future.
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Step 9 

Connect intelligent attributes to activation tools
Since we can forward these intelligent attributes to any of mParticle’s 300+ 
integrations, the ways in which we can put them to use are many and varied. 
In this example we want to maximize ROI on our customer retargeting 
campaigns here, so a particularly effective way to meet this goal would 
be to send our new intelligent attributes to Braze where they can power 
personalized email, push notifications, and many other cross-channel 
experiences. This is far from the only way we can use these assets, however.

A few (certainly not exhaustive) examples of other ways to use our intelligent 
attributes include: 

• Forwarding them to Mixpanel to uncover insights about how audiences of 
likely purchasers use our products.

• Send them to Facebook where we can put a laser focus on our 
advertising campaigns.

• Use mParticle’s Profile API to dynamically serve web and mobile content 
based on user predictions.

With mParticle acting as our data foundation that can seamlessly collect 
data from all sources, unify it into cross-channel customer profiles, enrich 
these profiles with AI-powered insights, then activate them in downstream 
tools, our end-to-end data workflow looks like this:
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Continue maximizing the impact of 
your data with mParticle and Cortex
Here, we saw how mParticle empowers growth teams to bring the power of 
AI into the marketing stack themselves, without relying on data scientists. 
But this is just one example of what you can accomplish with mParticle 
and Cortex. With a flexible AI solution living at the heart of your data 
infrastructure, there are many possibilities to unlock new avenues for 
personalization and maximizing ROI. 

To learn more about how you can supercharge your marketing tech stack 
with mParticle, you can book a custom demo with our sales team here.

https://www.mparticle.com/get-a-demo/
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